
GEK-14769 
DIGITAL RATIO CONTROL 

The 3S~506RA300 series Multi-Channel Digital Speed Ratio Control develops a digital 
controlled '*Reference Frequency" used to accurately and independently control the 
speed of several adjustable frequency ST-%OQ* static AC motor controls. 

The Speed Ratio Control utilizes a pulse rate multiplier and ratio adjuster 
for each channel, in conjunction with a high accuracy frequency reference. This 
signal becomes the input or reference frequency to the ST-XXI discriminator circuit. 

The Multi-Channel Speed Ratio Control is housed in an enclosure which is approximately 
26" wide, 22' deep and 46" minimum high (see outline for exact dimensions). The 
entire top front of the enclosure is an operator's control station and the number of 
operator's devices required will determine the height of the enclosure for a specific 
appbication. As shown in the outlines, the front door which swings out 90°, is located 
below the operatorgs control station and may be locked by key. 

A door at the rear of the enclosure allows access to the printed circuit modules'. 

Three fan assemblies are mounted under the logic stack, across the bottom area of 
the enclosure. The fans draw air into the control through a replaceable filter 
which is located behind a ventilating grille on the bottom portion of the rear door, 
The air is forced upward through the logic stack and expelled through another filter 
at the top of the rear doors. The operating temperature of the control is monitored 
by a thermostat mounted on the top of the logic stack. The -thermostat automaticaliy 
switches off the control power if the stack temperature reaches 121r"?? + 5Q’* 

ELECTRICAL CONMECTIONS 

Control connections are brought into the control through removable plates on the 
bottom left and right sides of the enclosure. Input power should enter through the 
removable plate on the top left side of the enclosure. 

CQmET30NS FOR OESRATEQH OF CONTROL 

The control operates with: 

A power input of either 115 volts or 230 volts (not both), 60 Hz, single ,phase> 
0.8 WA. Check nameplate to deteane prop& inp$ voltage. z* 

Ambient temperature from 50'F to UOoP (control overtemperature cutoff is provided), 

SOL'IC'P-STATE LOGZC 

Logic circuit boards using transistors and diodes are built on plug-in circuit boards 
which slide into slots in metal racks. Each rack contains twenty-four slots. Each 
board has an identifying symbol which also apa>ears below the particular slot where 
it belongs. Thus, a board which has been removed may be easily returned to its proper 
location in the rack* 
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Where possible, the racks are wired with 31122 solid wire. The wire is wrapped around 
the socket pins of the logic board. If stranded wire must be used, as in the case of 
shielded cables, a miniature fast-on terminal is soldered to the socket pins. 

The @olor code of the logic wiring used is as follows: 

Color of 
Logic Wire 

Black 

Where Used 

Master Reference Frequency (Clock) 

Bil.X! -18V Logic Supply V3,ltage 

Brown 

Red 

+6~ Logic Supply Voltage 

+X?V Logic Supply Voltage 

Yellow Logic wiring leading from logic s-t-ack 

Green 

Violet 

Logic wiring between sockets in the same rack 

Logic wiring between the pins on the ssme socket ,, 

Gray Logic wiring between the racks in the logic stack 

White Logic ground (QV) 

Logic power is carried by bus conductors for each logic voltage and ground. The 
conductors, which are sandwiched together between insulators, run vertically along 
the side of the logic stack. Other $onnecting conductors fan out horizontally across 
the power connections of the logic boards., 

There are four pins on each logic board which are reserved for power supply voltages 
as indicated on the following page0 Those through which the same voltage is supplied 
bear the same pin numbers. 

Pin lumber Power Supply Voltages 

1 -l%v 

Ground (@I> 

All ground circuits in the control are brought together at the grounding stud (also 
called the "enclosure ground"). The grounding stud is located on the left wall of 
the enclosure below the line filters. 
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The magnetic components used in the initial application of power to the control are 
shswn in Figure 1. 

The dropout of the Logic Power Timing Relay (LPTR) is delayed long enough to permit 
the voltages of the logic power supply to come to their proper values. This permits 
the undervoltage relay to energize; consequently, PWC will stay energized after LPTR 
has dropped out. 

m1c POWER SUPPLIES 

The power supplies used for the various logic circuits are filtered +12, +6 and 
-1mc 6 

Regulated power for the logic power supply is furnished by a constant voltage trans- 
former located on the floor of the control. The logic power supply is mounted above 
the logic stack, 

The 912, -6, -38 and 0 volt (ground) power buses in the control are actually large 
conductor sandwiched together with separating insulators and located vertically on 
the side of the logic stack, Connecting strips fanning out from these main buses 
make connections to smaller horizontal buses located across each rack section. These 
horizontal buses are connected to all logic board sockets. The maximum variation in 
DC voltage p including peak to peak ripple voltage, is not greater than 54s for a 
change in line voltage of ?lO$ and for a change in load of 20$. 

An undervoltage relay WR, is included in the power supply to interrupt the AC 
voltage coming from the constant voltage transformer when an undervoltage condition 
exists in any of the +12, i-6, or -18 volt buses+ The undervoltage relay is 
connected to a relay-puller output from an undervoltage detection circuit which is 
located on a special undervoltage (UV) logic board. 

UNDERVOLTAGE CIRCUIT 1Wl 

The XJVl board contains the undervoltage detection circuit for the +6, +12 and -18 
volt power supply0 13 CR (control network) elements are also included on the XIV1 
board o 

The undervoltage circuit on the 1UVl board energizes the undervoltage relay (WR) in 
the logic power supply when the +12, 6, and -18 volt buses are all greater than the 
minimum bus voltages shown below, 

+6 4.6 

The drop-out time for UVR is approximately 65 milliseconds0 Tests have shown that a 
short circuit on any bus will drop the undervoltage relay before the power supply 
fuses blow, 
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5%e .Mu.l.ti-ChanneB Dfgi%al Speed Bath Control should be instakbed in accordance 
with the following directions : 

Locate the con%rol in a33 ~~~~~~~~~t which does not contain corrosive gases or 
liqua%ds as these could adversely affect tbe components. 
Leave enough space around the contsol. to permit all doors to be openedp with 
sufficient additional space to per&t walking around it when the doors ax"e open. 
This insures easy amess to the v-aricms parts of the controls 
Install the control near the er units in a dry location where the mbien% 
temperature does not exceed the %imiits (!$I"Z' to llQ°F). 
Be sure not to expose the cmdmil. to coslmt or other kinds of liquid or spmyg 
flying chips, dust or any other foreign matter0 Give particular attention to 
the operator*s panel, since aILl devices are not I.OQ$ oiltigbt. 
Whenever possible, avoid exposing the control to an a%mosphere having a high 
foreign matter con%ent, otherwise, the ventilating air filters will have to be 
changed more frequently than would normallly be required. 
Whenever possible, mount the mmtro.3 in a kocatfon which is not subject to 
vibndlon, otherwise, the mit wi%l have to be suitable shock mounted* 

For informatioa? concerni9ag wires going from the console to the power units sad from 
the control to customeras devices or power source9 refer to the elementary diagrams 
and interconnection diagrams supplied with the equipment. Be sure to observe the 
followiaag directioras when making intemxmnectiows: 

1. Keep the wir$ng between the Logic console and remote locations as short as 
practical. 

2* Run motor leads and wires from ACB$~ower,eireuits in separate conduits from %he 
conduits containing the signal leads wh&b are ia separate sh$elded cables as 
shown on irntereonnection diagramso 

3* Power wiring must be kept se rated frm aL1 control wiring. 

Whatever equiment is required to provide proper line voltage must be supplied by 
the customer. The power required for the cor&zol will be in the order of 0.8 WA0 
Sudden ebanges in line voltages, such as couZL& occur when a welder or large motor 
load is applied, may adversely affect the operation of the contra-2 and must be 
avoided. 



WERATEQN OF MULTX-C-L DIGXTAL SPEED RATIO CONTBOL 

The function of the Digital Speed Ratio Control is to accurately set, using a stable 
reference frequency, the signal ratio between several ST-100 Static AC motor control 
units 0 In essence, this unit is an electronic gear. 

Referr%ng to Sheet 2 of the elementary diagram, we see a functional block diagram 
showing the major blocks in the system. This diagram will help you understand the 
system as a who&e as we proceed to our detailed discussion of the various parts of 
the Digital. Speed Ratio Control system. 

hW%?EFl l?EY%GNCE FREWENCY 

The master reference frequency is generally developed by use of a low frequency temper- 
ature controlled oscillator (primary osetl) and a secondary oscillator which steps up 
the frequency by use of a voltage controlled oscillator and discriminator circuit* A 
timed acceleration and deceleration circuit is used in conjunction with the oscillator 
and discriminator circuits to control the rate of change in frequency of the secondary 
oscillator. This is necessary s,o that the St-100 static AC motor controllers wiil 
stay in synchronism with the master reference (output of secondary oscillator). 

Other reference frequency sources may also be used, such as crystal oscillator, 
non-temperature controlled oscillator or digital pulse tachometer. 

Only the temperature controlled oscillator approach will be covered in this section. 
See auxiliary section for all others. 

The oscillator with a 10 turn potentiometer is a completely encapsulated unit and is 
enclosed in a small insulated box, Temperature deviations inside of the box is held 
to a minimum by a proportional type temperature regulator and associated heater. 
Drift accuracy will be plus or minus -05s of set frequency. 

The oscillator and temperature regulator circuits will operate as follows, refer to 
Figure 2. Voltage set at the slider of 2OOF will determine the magnitude of current 
supplied through 2OCQ and 205R to capacitor 2016. When the voltage across capacitdr 
201C increases to approximately 9 volts, the emitter to base 1 junction of 2OOWT will 
change from a high impedance to a very low impedance discharging 2QlC through 2073. 
The emitter to base 1 junction of 2OOUJT will then change back to a high impedance 
allowing the voltage across 201C to start increasing again. The charging rate of 
2OlC and the frequency of the voltage pulses across 20773 will be determined by the 

.magnitude of current supplied through transistor 2OOQ. The voltage across 2OOP and 
the resulting maximum frequency range can be adjusted by rheostat 2QlP. The- 18 volt 
supply is held constant by zener diode 2OOBD and capacitor 202C. 

93x Wnperature inside of the enckosure is controlled by a proportional type regulator 
using a thermistor to sense temperature changes. Transistor 2OlQ supplies current to 
the base of power transistor 202Q which in turn controls the heater current. 

Zener diodes 2OlBD and 202BD hold the voltage constant across the divider consisting of 
224Rp 202P and the thermistor. The supply voltage for transistor 2OlQ is also held 
constant by zener 202BD. Voltage at the base of 2OlQ will be determined by the 
resistance of rheostat 202P plus the‘resistance of the thermistor. Rheostat 202P is 
used to set the temperature regulating point* 
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The therm&&or resistance change for .s°C temperature change will be sufficient to 
edurn trans%stor 202Q from off to full on* As the temperature increases, the thermistor 
resistawe will increase, whfch is fn the direction to reduce the current flowing fn 
282Q and the heater, 'A decrease in temperature will have the opposite effect. 

The d%ser%m%nator circuit shown on elementary'diagram bck2300888 is used to lock the ' 
h%gh frequency voltage controllled osc%Klatos thru a divide by 200 circuit, consisting 
of a hundred counter and one flip-flop, to an external reference (temperature con- 
trolled oscillator). The voltage controlled oscillator wdll increase %n frequency 
at a controlled rate determined by the tfmed acceleration circu%t (upper left hand 
side) until the output of the dfvfde by 200 circuit reaches the frequency set by 
the temperature controlled oscillator. At this point, the voltage controlled oscillator 
will lock on to this frequency and thereafter will oscillate at a frequency 200 times 
the temperature controlled frequency* 

The c%reuit can be d%v%ded into the foUow%ng parts: 

1. Power supply buses and filters wh%ch includes the following components: " 
24R, 25H8 2&, 27R, BD, 13C and 186L, The DC voltage bus Ps supplied by a full 
wave br%dge rectifier cons%st%ng~cf 79 8, 9 and LOB which in turn draws its 
power from the 230 VAC line thru a step down transformer. The DC voltage out of 
the bridge is approximately 48 volts. The bus voltage of the discriminator 
circuit is'filtered and zener regulated at 24 VDC e lO$. 

2’. Basic digital discriminator consisting of trans%s&s 8 - 13, diodes 12 - 17D, 
capacitors 6-llC and resistor blocks 1 - 6RBI 

3. Feedback pulse amplifier circuit consisting of transfstor 7Q and resistor 18 - 2OR. 
The purpose of th%s circuit is to develop a negat%ve going pulse of known amphitude 
at 6, 8 and 1OC for each positive pulse generated at the output of the div%de by 
200 circuit. 

4, Reference pulse amplifier circuit consisting of transistor l)+Q and resfstors 
21 - 23. This circuit will develop a negative going pulse at 7., 9 and 11C 
for each positive pulse supplied by the temperature controlled os~illatoro 

., 
OPERATIOM OF DIGITAL D333CRmATOR ~ 

This circuit consists of three flip-flops which are interconnected by steering iines ' 
and whfch as a group, receiv e reference pulses at 7) 9 and 1lC and feedbaok pulses 
at 6, 8 and 1OC. Outputs are fed back into the voltage.controlled oscillator in a 
way which affects the pulse rate suy;plied to transistor. 7Q and t2aus 6$ 8 and UC. 
Each colPector of the center flfp-fJ.op also supplies a base sfgnal to an auxil%ary 
transistor in whose collector circuit a lamp can be cmnected in order to indicate 
the state of that particular collector. For e:eample, 1% fs the auxiliary transistor 
associated with collector of transistor UQ in 3he center flip-flop. When 1lQ is 
non-conducting, 1% wiJ.1 be conducting and a ""he associated lamp will be turned on. 
Transistors 1% and 16Q thus can provide a visual indication of the states of the 
transistors in the center flfp-flop. 

The logic states at the collectors of 8 - 1jQ w%lP be defined as follows: when a 
transistor is non-conductfng and as a result,P its collector ha positive, we wiZ1 say 
that the collector is at a logic "one". Also, when a transistor is turned on and 
as a result, %ts collector is almost at ground potential, we will say that the 
collector is at log%c "zero"o 
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Fi.R"st p let us assme that the ccPuectsrs Qf 84~ Stxe in the Fm%Lial order lp 0, 1, 
Q, 1, 0. Let us assme for the time beimg that there axe pulses on (7> 9 amd 1X) 
but not on Go 8 and XX. T&e steering between 2lipflops is arranged such that cm 
successive pulses9 the collector states will &sage as shown in Table 1. 

Ihitia.1 Coma%tion a 0 1 0 1 0 
After First Pulse 10 1 cl 8 a 
After Second Pulse 1 0 8 1 8 1 
After Th%sd 0 1 0 II 0 1 
After Fourth Pulse 0 1 0 I 8 $. 
After ntBa Pulse 010 a cl 1 

To smaxize the above; if plses c2ome only intc3 7, 9 amcl UC, the eoUee%oss of the 
flip-flops wi1% go to, and stay in the states shown in the last entry in Table 1. 

Pf‘we mow assume that pdses stsp mming 5.nt.o Tg 9 and 11C and appear only at 6$ 8 
amd UX!, the collectox states wilB change as shown in Table 2, 

Table 2. (Feedback Pulse Input) 

s& 9Q 1QQ 1lQ aa$ EIQ 
Initial Condition 0 1 0 1 0 1 
After First DiLse P 0 0 1 0 I 
After Second Pulse 1 0 '1 3-- 0 A 
After Third Pulse 1 0 I-- 0 3. Q 
After Fourth Pulse B 0 I 0 b 0 
After ntlh pulse 1"'o 10 B 0 

Table 2, indicates that if pulses come only into 6, 8 sad XX?, the collector will go 
to and stay in the states shown iPg the last entry of Table 2. 

For the condition whwe there are pulses on both the reference pulse line (T:, 9 
and 1ILC) amd om the feedback line $6, 8 and 1OC) but with the feedback pulse rate 
being bower t&n the aster pulse rate, it wilk be seen that the two right hand 
flip-flops will stay in the logic states where collectors of SCQ and EQ are zeros 
and 1lQ and 1% axe 0118638. The le2% Jm.md flip-fkour w-II41 alltemate, however, from 
one state to amother as‘pulses mcrfve om the two fnpw.t pulse lines. 

The output of the center flip-flop is suppBied to the base of transistor IQ. Since 
this output is very nearly zero for the operatimg conditions assumed above, transistor 
1Q is non-Conducting and $rcCltt;sge wi%l be appllied to the timed aecellexation circuit. 
As a result, the pulse rate generated :n the frequency eontmk circuit will increase. 
These pulses not only detemfse the WC+ ,,oweje” reference bxque~cy~ but a&m cmstitute 
the feedback to the dig%taP dfscxfti;Ratar %bru the divide by 2QO circuit, As long .as 
the feedback rate is lower t&m tb' refemnce pulse rate, the above conditions will 
prevail a.nd the feedback ptiae ra;e wiLl imcreas e at a rate set by the acceleration 
c%rcuito 
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Logic gates are used to ampZ.fy a Logic signal, to the required level for a given 
load and/or to perform a logic functfono These gates are used in the circuit as 
required* 

Each of the gate boards listed above contains eleven separate gates. These are 
two input "Fast Gates". Fast gates are identified with the letters GF in the 
elementary diagrams. The fast gate circuit has two transistors (one for each input) 
which have a common collector resistor. Each gate can be used as a "Not And" gate 
or as an %s Not*' gate. 

The only difference between the L1G49 UG59 and UG6 boards is the difference in the 
nwber of independent gates versus dependent gates on each board. The same pin 
numbers are used for correspondingly numbered elements on each of the three boards. 
In other words,: gate element number 1 on each of the three boards uses pins 10 and 
3.X as inputs and pin 9 as the output; gate element #%' on each of the three boards 
uses pins 12 and 13 as inputs and pin 20 as the output, etc. The pin numbers 
assigned to each element are shown on Sheet 3.A of the elementary diagram as well as 
the combination of independent gates versus dependent gates on each of the three 
boards. 

The 2MGl board contains two groups of 12 gates, arranged to gate non-concurrent pulses 
at a reference rate* Each gate series will gate 1 pulse per 10, 2 pulses per 10, 
4 pulses per 10, or 8 pulbes per 10. The pulse total cannot exceed 9 pulses per 10. 

Using the 2BfG1, with the lXiG1 as a reference counter to distribute the gate in&t 
in proper sequence, the pulse rate control wi13 gate these "@gate input pulses" at a 
rate commanded bythe setting of the ratio switches* The pulse rate commanded may 
vary from 0 ox? of 10 to 9 out of 10'pulses per decade. 

The purpose of the multiplier gate or Itpuke rate tiultipkier" is to act as an adjus- 
table digital frequency reducer.. The adgustment, bypically, is made by use of a 
thumbwheel switch. The pulse rate multiplier, also known as a "fractionalmultiplier' 
produces at its outputp a train of pulses whose repetition rate is equal to the input 
pulse rate from the high frequency oscillator multiplied by the decimal fraction 
represented by the thumbwheel switch setting. The decimal point is to the left of the 
first thumbwheel digit0 Internal gating in the pulse rate multiplier is arranged to 
produce a relativeby uniformly spaced output pulse train for any thumbwheel setting. 

For any given thumbwheel setting, the relationship between the reference frequency 
and multiplier gate output frequency is absolute when considered over the averaging 
period of the multipliers This -period would he *OS seconds using a 2OOK 3%~ refer- 
ence frequency and four-digit thumbwheel switch; Even within this short period? 
the perturbations around the set ratio would be very smaL3.. While the high frequency 
input simal could be considered the frequency reference, the output of the $ulse 
rate mulitplier is the actual reference that is supplied to the digital discriminator 
of the ST-100 power unit through a divide-by circuit0 It is this secondary ref- 
erence to which the power unft is locked. 

As you can see, if each power unit is required to run at any frequency independent of 
the speeds of the other units, a separate pulse rate multi.pIl.ier must be used for each. 
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they are amplified and inverted for use indriving the required logic gat;es. This 
signal is used as the master reference frequency or clock for the Multi-Channel 
Speed Ratio Control and in turn through a ratio and divider circuit, the ST-100 
static AC motor controllers. The amplitude of the pulses at the collector of 6Q 
are limited to a logic level of 6 volts by 6~ and 1BD. 2BD and 4C regulate and 
filter the 12 volt supply bus, 

BEIGE FIXElQmC'II OSCILLATOR FEEDBACK CIF&UIT (DIVIDE BY E) 

Typically, the feedback circuit consists of a hundred counter and a flip-flop which 
divides the signal by 200* This signal which is fed back to discriminator circuit 
will cause the high frequency oscillator to operate at a frequency 200 times the 
frequency of the temperature controlled oscillator. This divider may vary depending 
on the appli@ation. 

I+llmD>RED COIJmER lHc1 

The hundred counter consists of eight flip-flops and necessary gates to form a 
two-decade counter, In each decade, the flip-flops are weighted 1, 2, 4 and 5. 
The outputs of both decades (ie, the outputs of FF’5 and FF50) form a train of 
pulses which are evenly spaced. 

The hundred counter has a reset input and a manual reset connection. It counts 
when logic 0 is applied to its count input (pin 15) and subsequent pulses are 
supplied to its trigger input (Pin 17). 

FLIP-FLOP 43’1 

The 4Fl flip-flop board contains four separate flip-flops, one of which is used in 
the feedback circuit, while the remaining units may or may not be used for other 
functions depending on the application. The manual reset connection to the.board 
is common for all four flip-flops. 

A flip-flop goes to the set state when: 

1. A logic 1 is applied to its set input. 
2. A logic 0 is applied to the set steering and a subsequent positive-going trigger 

pulse is applied to the set trigger. (The set steering must go to logic 0 at 
least two microseconds before the set trigger goes to logic 0). 

A flip-flop goes to the reset state when: 

1. A logic 1 is applied to reset input. 
2. A logic 0 is applied to the reset steering and a subsequent positive-going 

trigger pulse is applied to the reset trigger. (The reset steering must go‘to 
logic 0 at least two microseconds before the reset trigger goes to logic 0). 

FIXEQWCY COUNT DOWE 

The frequency count down circuit consists of two hmdred counter boards (described 
earlier) and shown on block diagram as four decade counters. These counters are 
used to distribute in proper sequence the gating to the Multiplier gate boards (2MGl). 
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Two types of aaxracy are involved, One is the drift accuracy of the master reference 
frequency 2 .Ca$ of set frequency for temperature controlled oscillator. The other 
is the fineness of adjustment steps or the "settability". Settability is related to 
the number of di If it is 4, the output frequency can be set in steps of 
E&pproxiJ?m.teBy .o a setting of 9999 represents top frequency, 

Frequency adjustment - The means of adjusting the frequency cat of the pulse rate 
multiplier is the ratio switch. Pt is desirable to give a specific meaning to the 
number setting of this switch; for example, bt may be desirable for it to read feet 
per minute, percent sf ou-Qmt frequeacy, output frequency in hertz or whatever 
quantity happens to be of specBa1 si@ficmce in a particular appkkation. In order 
to implement this desire v$th c~seuit~y, it is necessary only to add a divide by 
bLlocB (divide-by a> at the output of the pulse rate multiplier. 

DXVXDE 'BY (N) 

The purpose of this block as stated earlier, is to smooth out the perturbations of 
the pulse rate multiplier and to give specific meaning to the reading of the ratio 
switches, Xn terms of the hardware required, it is one decade of a hwidred'counter 
board (operation described earlier) and I!J quantity of flip-flops depending on the 
specific application. 

OI.lTPUT ISOLATION 

To isolate the logic circuitry from the power units and also to transform the square 
wave output of the logic into a pulse, a pulse transformer is used. The pulse out I 
of this transformer is approximately 4 volts in amplitude and 80 to 100 microseconds 
in width measured at the-base of tkge signal. - 

-II-+ 80-100 micro-see. 
This isolating transformer is mounted on a general purpose plug-in board which 'has 
four such transformers and associated components and is referred to as the "output" 
board. 

OPTIONAL FEATIJRES 

See auxiliary section for operating description of all optional features. 



Excessive vibrations and shock (e. g. during transportation) may shake one or 
more printed circuit boards partially out of their sockets. The boards may 
have been incompletely inserted during troubleshooting by substitution of 
boards. 

Note that an incompletely inserted board which may be partially energized 
may cause an intermittent malfunction. 

C. Wires and Sockets' 

Wires and sockets may be broken due to mishandling of the control. Usually 
a broken wire or connector is fairly obvious after a few minutes inspection 
(with power switched off). 

D. Power line transients 

A malfunction which starts or coincides with the operation of any machinery 
or apparatus connected to the same AC power line as the control may be caused 
by excessive line transients. 

ISOLATING THE TROUBLE AREA 

The following list contains some of the typical questions that should be answered 
when the performance of a malfunctioning system is being observed. 

1. Is the trouble area in the ratio control, power units, or associated 
magnetics? 

2. Does the control repeat the malfunction consistently every time, or is 
the malfunction intermittent? 

3. Does the malfunction occur in one or all of the channels? 

Since the above list is not complete, further examination of the control may be 
necessary. The waveforms and voltage level in the suspected trouble area should be 
observed and compared with the expected behavior of the control as described in the 
elementary diagrams and in this Instruction @&ok. Further troubleshooting:!&ill 
then entail the available evidence and the Formulation of a set of possible causes 
for the malfunction, Each possible cause should be proved or disproved by further 
observation and measurements. 

FAULTY LOGIC ELEMENTS 

A malfunctioning logic element does not necessarily represent a faulty element at 
the point of observation. The trouble may be due to one of three reasons: 

I. All or some of the input signals to the element have failed to arrive. 
This may be due to a faulty logic element in the input signal path or may 
be caused by broken wires or bent pins due to mishandling of the control. 

2. A logic element under observation may be prevented from assuming the 
correct state because its output is conneoted to a faulty logic element or 
to a wrong point in the circuit due to bent pins or broken wires. 

3. The logic element under observation is faulty, This occurs most often due 
to the failure of a transistor or diode. Replacing the board containing 
the faulty element will cure the malfunction, except in cases where the 
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Because the Ratio control uses solid-state logic and hermetically sealed relays, 
very little control maintenance is required. The air filters are the only units 
in the control which require a maintenance program. The Ratio control enclosure 
should be opened only when necessary for service or inspection, then only by 
qualified personnel. 

AIR FILTERS 

Air filters, located in the rear door of the enclosure must be removed and cleaned 
periodically. The degree of cleanliness of the surrounding air has a direct 
bearing on the frequency of cleaning required. Unclean air will cause the filters 
to become clogged so that the air passage into the control becomes restricted. 
Reduction in ventilating efficiency may cause the control to overheat. In dusty 
or dirty locations, therefore, the filters should be checked daily. 

Clean air filters with hot water and a detergent or similar type of solvent and 
then wiring them as dry as possible. Do not oil the filters. Replacement filters 
(No. &!+A235705-008) may be ordered from the Communication and Control Devices 
Department., General Electric Company, Waynesboro, Virginia. 
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circuit fault which caused the original failure will damage the replace- 
ment element (e. g., output of a,gate or flip-flop connected to ground). 

Items 1, 2 and 3 should be kept firmly in mind whenever a decision is made to sub- 
stitute an apparently faulty board. 

If a defective logic element is suspected and it appears easy to prove this fact 
by lifting a wire from that element, it should be remembered that if-an input to a 
NOR element is disconnected, that input will assume 6 volts and its operation will 
be the same as if 6 volts were connected to it. This may give the same symptoms 
as before or it may change some other circuit operation depending upon whether the 
open terminal is an input or an output. Since this may confuse the facts, a further 
study of the circuit should be made before any wires are removed. 

CHECKS ON HUNDRED COUNTER BOARDS (IHCI BDS) 

To check the IHCI Boards, observe each decade output waveforms on the oscilloscope 
and compare these with expected waveforms in Figure 3. Although this figure depicts 
the waveforms for a particular frequency, the time base will be the only change for 
any other frequency. 

Once the reference frequency counters have been checked, the output of the driver 
gates distributing this reference to each digital ratio channel should be checked 
for proper frequency and waveshape. 

RATIO SWITCHES 

The ratio switches are BCD (Binary Coded Decimal)type with a weight of 84+.-2-l 
and are used to command a pulse output from the multiplier gates. This command 
may vary from 0 out of 10 to 9 out of 10 pulses per decade. 

These switches may be checked by using a multimeter for continuity checks from the 
common terminal to each of the BCD outputs. 

CHECKS ON MULTIPLIER GATES (2MGl BOARDS) 
. . .. 

To check the multiplier gates set the ratio switch controlling the channel in 
question to zero, With the top trace of an oscilloscope on the input to the first de- 
cade of reference counter, obtain 10 pulses of this frequency. With the bottom 
trace on the summation point of the multiplier gates (pin 26 or 41), turn the most 
significant digit on the switch from 0 thru 9. Observe waveforms and compare these 
with expected waveforms in Figure 4, .Return the thumbwheel to zero and move the 
top trace of the scope to the input of the second decade (pin 20) on the hundred 
counter board. With the bottom trace still on the summation point, again-observe 
the expected waveforms as shown in Figure 4 by turning the second most significant 
digit on the thumbwheel. Repeat the above for each decade. Note that the switch 
section for all other decades other than the one under test must be on zero to ob- 
tain correct waveforms and that the pulse width at summation point is always the 
same as the input to the first decade counter. 

CHECKS ON DIVIDE BY (N) CIRCUIT 

The Divide By N Circuit utilizes one decade of a hundreds counter board and the 



Static Exciter -Regulator E iuipment GE&f 47’72 

STATIC EQUIPMENT 

If vibration is present, all screw type connections 
should be checked regularly. Normally, the static 
components should require ‘no further attention. 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 

All contactors and relays should be regularly inspected 
and maintained in accordance with applicable instruc- 
tions. The automatic and manual regulator voltage ad- 
juster contact brushes should be inspected annually and 
the brushes should be reset by working them back and 
forth across the total winding surface many times. If 
arcing is present, or if brush becomes worn, a com- 
plete brush assembly should be installed. Since it is 
made of special material, it should be obtained from 
the rheostat manufacturer. In addition, where dis- 
coloration is present, clean the contact surface with 
crocus cloth. 

Silicon diodes are used in the power circuit of the 
static exciter. These diodes are not at this time known 
to age; therefore, they are either good or should be 
replaced. Individual diodes can be checked as shown 
in Figure 12. With switch in position 1, the ammeter 
should read approximately 12 amperes. With switch 
in position 2, the ammeter should read zero. The 
DC source should be a battery, rather than a rotating 
exciter, since the latter may have voltage spikes that 
may damage the diode. 

If the diode is open, the ammeter will read zero in 
both switch positions. If the diode is shorted, it will 
read approximately 12 amps in both switch positions. 

Bad diodes can be found with the equipment in service 
with a voltmeter and a clamp-on ammeter. 

The shorted diode can be found by measuring the in- 
verse voltage across the diodes, since the shorted 
diode will have no inverse voltage drop, and the other 
diode in the leg WlIl have all the inverse voltage drop. 

The leg containing an open diode can be found by 
clamping a clamp-on ammeter around one diode pig- 
tail in each leg. Upon ascertaining that an open diode 
exists in a leg the faulty diode can be found by shorting 
each individual diode in that leg. When current flows, 
the open diode has been shorted. 

An oscilloscope may also be usetd to check for an open 
diode. 

i ISWITCH 

Figure 12. Diode Test Circuit 

If it becomes necessary to replace a faulty diode, uee 
the following procedure: 

I. Shut down the equipment. 

2. Discharge all capacitors in the AC machine 
field circuit. 

3. Disconnect Ground Detecting relay. 

4. Remove diode. 

5. bcrew in new diode after first applying a small 
amount of Wakefield type 120 thermal compound to 
approximately the first three threads. Also apply 
a little to the rectifier base. Refer to the manufacturers 
specifications for the required mounting torque. 

RENEWAL PARTS 

When ordering renewal parts, the following infor- 
mation should be given. 

1. Catalog number, stamped on the part, with a 
complete description, including use and location, 

2. Complete nameplate data appearing on the M- 
sembly of which the part is a component, 

3. If possible, data on original order on which 
equipment was first supplied including all numerical 
references. 

17 



GEK-14’7’72 Static Exciter-Regulator Equipment 

TROUBLESHOOTiNG 

. 
SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE POSSIBLE CURE 

Voltage fails to build 
up after flashing (Regulator 
on Manual. ) 

Insufficient Flashing Current 

Shorted Power Diode 
Insufficient Resistance in off - 
line control 
Loose Connections 

Short C3R 

Replace Diode 
Increase C6R and/or 90R5 

Tighten ALL Power Circuit 
Connections 

Excessive resistance in 90R5, 
C6R, SCT circuit. 

Decrease C6R or 90R5 

Generator Armature 
Voltage goes to ceiling 
after flashing (Regulator 
on Manual m ) 

Generator Armature 
Voltage goes to zero 
after transfer to auto. 

Generator Armature 
Voltage goes to ceiling 
(or higher than desired) 
after transfer to Auto. 

Incorrect PPT Secondary 
voltage 
SCT control windings not 
in the circuit. 

Insufficient Reactance in X’LS 

Incorrect Sensing Voltage 
Incorrect Zener Voltage 

Open Potentiometer ‘A5 P 
Open diode AllD 

Incorrect sensing voltage 

Incorrect Operation of 83SR 
Incorrect Zener Voltage 
Insufficient supply Voltage 
to SCR’s 
Faulty SCR 

Check to see that PPT is on 
the correct tap. 
Look for wiring error involving 
SCT control windings. Check 
contacts of 83SR** 
Change Taps 

Adjust A3P and A4P 

Check Zener and replace if 
necessary. 
Check and replace if faulty. 
Check and replace if faulty. 

Adjust A3P and A4P 

Check and adjust or replace 
Check and replace if necessary 
Check AlT 

Check output of regulator with 
Oscilloscope and replace the SCR 
if faulty. 

Generator unstable at 
No-Load 

Generator unstable 
at Load but stable at 
No-Load 

Incorrect Stabilization 
Feedback circuit connected 
with wrong polarity 
Excessive Gain 

Change in Gain caused 
by Excessive Ambient 
Change in Gain caused by 
Phasing Error between 
SCT and PPT 

Adjust A2P, A5R and/or A2C 
Swap leads to Al5 and Al6 

Increase AIP and/or A4R 

Decrease Gain or Ambient 
Temperature 

Check control current as load is 
changed. If approaches zero or 
maximum, then check phasing of 
PPT and SCT. 

18 
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GEK-14772 Static Exciter-Regulator Equipment 

FIELD SHUNT. IOO”“. , 600 ANP 
POTTED BLOCK ASSEYELY 448311558-GO, 
POlER UECTTF~ERS, IHIIII AND IN3741R 
CAPLCTTORS, DJUFD.. 6ooNYDc 
RESISTOORS, 560HY, 435 NAT7 
THYRITE RESISTCR, 9RV61230 
44C303257 
44c3032Gl 

ZENER DIODE, 36 YOLT 125 "A, 4482,2755-006 
,mNSFawER, 240 vait PRI., 160 VOLT SEC., 4 
RECTIFIERS. 448212741-009, CIE 
SATURABLE mc,afls, 448219907-001 
REACTOR, 395E5ElPI, 20 H., 25 "A oc 
mc7ou 4482m645-aoi, a.8 H., 375 VA Cc 
aHfasr~+, 75 ow, 79 NAT* 
4E8fSTOR, 100 OH", IO "lT7 
RES*STOR, ,700 OH", 10 MT7 

RESxSTOR, 10,000 OH", 10 IA77 
RESISTOR, 22 a00 cm, IO YA,, 
RESISTOR I 600 OH" IO IA,, 
RESTSTOR' do OHY lo "ATT 
RESISTOR: 200 OHY: 20 *A,, 
4ESISTOR, 1,200 OH", 20 "ATT 
POTENTIoYETER, 5000 WY, 50 "ATT 
P07EN710"E,ER, IO 000 OH". 50 NAT, 
POTENTIOYETER, 256 OH", 25 "ATT 
POTENTD,YETER, 250 OH", 25 NAT, 
POTENTIaYETER, 75 OH", 2, Y177 
POTENf*OYETER, 2 OH" 75 ll,, 
CAPACITOR, 50 "FL, loo WDC 
C*PICITOR, 10 NFD., 6(10 woe 
mP*ana*, 20 VFD., 600 woe 
RECTTFIER, Ml697 
RECTIF*ER, INI 
REACTOR, 448219991-001, 1.5 H., 200 NA DC 
PUSHBUTTON, CR104A8102 
440209431 
448204737 

44CJO3223 
CONTICToR, 4,&315565-Oil, 
CONTACTOR. 441315565-001 
RECTIFIER, 20 GJP., 100 P.T.Y., 4JA31 
RESTSTOR, 5.4 OH", 710 9lTT 
RESTS,OR, 
REsISTOR, 

3.5 OHM, 710 "A,,, ,lPPED 

SESTSTOR, 
33 OHY, 155 9177, IDJ. 
42 OHY, 755 "ATT 

RESTSTOR, 26 OH", 755 WATT, ADJ. 
RHEOSTA,, I5 OHU, 300 ll,T 
RHEOSTAT 
441302616 

25 OH". 500 IA77 

%I : $2: I RE5ISTOR AS". 4413,6002-GO2 

OUTLINE OIAGRAU UC 30320 I 

EISI 
EIR,E2R 
E)R 
EmI 
i4R2 
2: 

:z 

E9R 
E ID ,EZC 

EE f-E3cg 
E4C2rE4C3 
EIP,EPP 
EfPl 
ElP2 

E4D 

10 POST,rnN TIP SNITCH 
RESISTOR, 200 OHYS, 130 IATTS 
RESISTOR, 8.6 OHYS 
RESISTOR, 10,000 OHYS, !I, NATTS 
4ESISTOR, 20 000 OHYS 81 "ATT5 
RESISTOR, RESISTOR, 47 246 OHYS, OHYS, 20 84 1177s NA,TS 

4ESISTOR, 510 OHUS, 85 .lTTS 
UESISTOR, 390 OHMS 85 YATTS 
RESISTOR 1OOa OHd S5 ~1119 
CAPACITOtt, 0.5 HFD,'ZCCO WDC 
C4PACI,OR, 500 "FD, 250 wac 
CAP*CIToR, 30 NFD, 600 NYDC 
c*rmf,aR IO UFD 600 wCc 
P0,EN,nld,ER~ sod OHUS, 50 "ATTS, NlRE WOUND 
PO,EN,IC"E,SR, 2500 OHMS, 5C WATTS, 'IIRE ‘OUND 
PO,EN,IaYE,ER, 300 CWS. 50 Pl,,S, "IRE 1O"ND 
POTENTIO"ETER, 150 OHUS. 50 "1TTS, ,lRE lO"ND 
P0,EN,nl"E,ER IOK OHUS, ,o llTTS. "FtE WOUND 
XCTIFIER, Vh, PI", 1.25 AWS 3C, 6RS25PD6AcF 
SCTIFIER, 37", PI", I.25 ANPS DC, 6RS25PCMOFI 
WCTZFIER, 490", PI", 3  AUPS SC, 4.,14,,ES,A9, 

!4&hL 
E50 

EIT,EZT 

EIC, 
ESC2 
EbP 

2: 
E3T 

I” -  

2E -  

2EX -  

1 -  

,,HAX -  

,clHW -  

,,HSX -  

I‘"EY -  

270 -  

520X -  

59E -  

860 -  

867 -  

94 -  

BJSR -  

ii -  

* -  

H.S. -  

@ -  

RECTIFIER, b9OV, PI", 3  A",5 CC, 4Jl4,,EY,lD, 
TRANSFORUER, VAlTleCE, IISY, IN,",, O-,40". 
OUTPUT, 50/60 CYCLE 
TRANSFORYER, IllY, PM., III". SEC., 075 WI, 
50,60 CYCLE 
CAPACnOA, I YFD, 600 IYM 
CAPACI,OR. 2 UFD 600 IYIK: 
POTENTIOYETER 5800 OHYS, 10 ,l,,S 
UETER, 30.0.36 "AOC 
HETER, 250 "AM: 
TRANSFOWER, IPV. PM., 102/68/34 SEC., 1OOUY 
50/60 CYCLE 
REACTOR, 2.5 HENRIES, L92P6585 
REACTOR, L-d206504 
REACTOR, IO HENRIES 
UlNGETlC "WLlFfER , .090 KY*, 60 CYCLES 
ZENER OZODE, SU910,9-I2 VOLT, 10 "A,,S 
LENER DIODE, SV912, IO-14 VOLT, 10 NAT, 

C”STO”ER RELAY B 

"ASTER CONIROL RELAY-TTYE DELAY 

EXCTTER "OLTAGE TIUER 

I"X. RELAY TO 22 

NASTER CONTROL RELAY 

PICKUP A, 50s SPEED, CROW", A, 25% SPEED 

PICKUP A, 20% SPEED, GROW", A, 2# SPEED 

PICKUP IT 94 SPEED, NOWAL TRIP AT 75% 
SPEED L CUTS OFF FUEL. IUYEDIATE DROPO", 
ON EUERGENCY TRW. 

PICKUP AT 95% SPEED, DROPOUT A, 90% SPEED 

GENEAI,OR "kDER"OL,lGE RELAY 

GENERATDR BREAKER AUXILIARY RELAY 

O"ER"oLTAoE RELAY 

GENERATOR DIFFERENTIAL RELAY 

TRANSFORUER DlFFERENTllL RELb" 

PICKVP ON hORUAL 3wrW.N 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR CONTROL -  TRlNSFER RELAY 

-uL 

IF USED 

INSTRUYENT TRANSFORVERS ARE S"C"N CONHECTED 
FOR PHASE SEQUENCE 1-2-3. IF GENERl,OR "IS 
~',;;:I,' PHASE SEQUENCE, REVERSE Cl SECONDARY 

NOTFURNISHED BY G.E. CO., llYNESBOA0 

INDICATES STUD EN0 OF RECTIFIER CONNECTED TO 
HEAT SINK. 

INDICATES CUSTOUER'S TERUZNAL 90ARD CONNECTION 

Figure 13 - Typical Elementary Diagrams of 3S7501FS141 
Static Exciter Regulator Equipment 

(Sheet 4 of 4) 
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GEK-14’7’72 Static Exciter-Regulator Equipment 

I@(B) ACTIVE CURRENT (AMPERES - SECONDARY OF CT) 
mwm 
RECAL,BRAT,ON 

SWITCH POSITIW 

i 

3 

NO.6 

i 
NO. I 

: 
a a No.0 

0 I 2 3 4 6 

Figure 11. Calibration of Reactive-Ampere Power Recalibration Limit Circuit 

NORMAL OPERATION 

General 

The complete voltage-regulator equipment should be 
placed in normal service with the AC machine only 
after the control circuits, regulators, and the re- 
active current compensator have been properly tested 
in general conformance with the previous described 
instructions. Final adjustment of these units may, 
of course, be delayed until operating experience 
has been obtained, but circuits which have not been 
thoroughly tested must not be employed with the auto- 
matic regulator in service if the possibilities of 
damage to the equipment and disturbance of the system 
are to be avoided. 

With the automatic regulator in control of the AC 
machine excitation, the manual regulator voltage 
adjuster 9OR6 is ineffective. However, additional 
excitation system reliability may be eecured by pro- 
per adjustment of 90R8 when the automatic regulator 
is in control of a AC machine excitation. 

For this purpose, it is recommended that a pre- 
determined position be such that the AC machine 
excitation will be sufficient under all normal loads, 
give stable operation and avoid serious operating 
16 

disturbances if the excitation system should be sudden- 
ly returned to manual control resulting in loss of the 
automatic regulator. It is suggested that this voltage 
adjuster position be selected so that when the excitation 
system is under manual control, it will produce rated 
AC machine current. It is essential that under any 
sustained load condition, 90R8 must be set to main- 
tain sufficient excitation in the event of a sudden re- 
turn to manual control. 

The automatic regulator may be removed from service 
and the AC machine excitation returned to manual con- 
trol under any load condition. 

The proper adjustment of 90R5 is equally important 
when transferring from “on-line” to “off -line” condition 
and vice versa to prevent excessive generator armature 
voltages. 

PPT’s and SCT:s 

These devices normally require little or no mainte- 
nance. It is suggested, however, that the air passages 
be inspected during shut down periods. Exposed con- 
nections should be inspected for corrosion and tight- 
ness D 
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ALABAiiA 
t Btrmlnghnm 35205 . . 2151 Hlghlvld Ave. 

-t f mblle 36809 . .llll S.BeltUne Highway 

ALASKA 
t Ancho~p~e 99601. . . . . 115 Whltiey Rd. 

ARIZONA 
.+ Pho.nlx85012 . . . . . 3550N.CenUalAve. 

t Tuelon 85716. . . . . . .151 S.Tucaan Blvd. 

ARKANSAS 
? Xoetb Little Rock 10119. . . . , ,120 Mal St. 

CALIFORNIA 
n t t LO‘ Angem 90054 8 

t PLIO Alto 94303 . . . 
t SPcrnmenb 95805. . 

* t I 
San DIego 93103 . . 
son Frnnclsco 94llB 

. Vernon 90039. . . . 

. . . .212 N. v*mes St. 
. 880 San Ant40 Rd. 

. . . . . . . ..2407JSt. 

. . . . . 2550 FirstAve. 
, . . . 55 Hatiorne St. 
. . . . . 3035 E. 48tJl St. 

COLORADO 
‘t Denver 90205. , , . . . 201 “niverslty Blvd. 

YNECT*CVr Merlden 05450. . . . . . . . l Prea‘ige Dr. 

FLORIDA 
; ; JwkmwUle 32203 . . ..4O40Woodcock 9’. 

Miami 33134 . . . . . . 4100 W.Fl%lerd. 
-t t Tampa 33809. . . . . . . . . 2105S.Lois Ave. 

GEORGIA 
-t f Atlanta 30309. . . . .lEGO PeachVFe Rd., NW 

tt %.wmNh31405 . . . . . . ..5OO2 Paulaenst. 

HAWAII 
-t t HOno,"," 95513...........440 Coral% 

ILLINOIS 
* t f x Chicago 50550 ., . . ,540S.Canal St. 

INDIAN* 

: 
Evsnsville 47705 . . 2709 Washlngtcm A”*. 
Fort Wayne 4550, . . 3805 5. Calhoun St. 

l t hdlsMpo,,e 45207 . . 3750 N.Meridlan St. 

IOWA 
t Davenpxt 52505 

. . P.O. Box 530, 1039 State St., Bettendorf 

KENTUCKY 
t L,,u,stille 40219 . . . 2300 Meadow Dr. 

LOUISIAXA 
+ Bzton Rouge 10505. . , .33:2 Florida Blvd. 

't * Sew Orleans,0125 . . 4,121 E~~harcElvd. 
.T Shreveport 71104 . . 2520 Centenary Blvd. 

t Monroe 71201 , . , 1029 Sorth 5uI St. 

MARYLAND 
‘t f Sn,t,m~ra 21201. . . . . . 1  N. Chnrlal St. 

.MASBACRUSETTS 
-t t Wel,e.ley 02191 . . . I Washington St. 

bilcmGAN 
‘? t Detmtt45203 , . . . . . 700 A”tO,netM St. 

: 
Jedon 49201 . . , . 310 W. Ftmklln St. 
S~LMW 48507 

. . . . 1005 Second NatIonal BP& Eldg. 

MINSESOTA 
t t D”,“th 55502 . . . , . . 300 W. Superior St. 

-t t M,,,ne~pd,s 55416 . . 1500 LtU.c Drive a. 

tdIsSOllRI 
-t Icaneae city 54189. . . . , . . 911 ml” St. 
-t St. LD”,S 53101 . . . . . . .1015 Locust St. 
MONTANA 

t Butte 59101 . . . . . . 103 S. W,‘om,w St. 

NEBRASKA 
-t Omaha 55102 . . . . 409 S. 17ti St. 

NEW JERSEY 
*t Mi,lburn 07041. . . . . , 25 E. Willow St. 

OKLAHOMA 
-7 0ld;homa City ?3105. . 3000 Chrlen Blvd. 

+ Tulsa 74105. P. 0. Box 7545, Southslde St& 

OREGON 

-  : * 
Eugene 9,401. . . . . . . . . . 1170 Pow St. 
Portland 91210 . . . ..a. 2929NW2BtiAvr. 

PEXNSYLVANU 
. Al,entc.wa 19102. . , . . 1444 HamlltDn 3t. 
*+ f Ph,lPd.,ph,P 19102 . . 3  P*nn C.nt.r P-a 
a+ Plttaburgh 15222 . . , ,300 5th A”e”“e Bldg. 

SOUTH CMiOLNA 
t t Columbia 29204 , . . . . 2100 MIddleburg Dr. 
t Greenl,, 29507. . 41 No. P,*uantburg Dr. 

FEssEE ChatPLuIogP 37411 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 5500 Bldg. Eee&!aU ‘&It” 

+ Memphlr 3513O.s. . ...3355 Alrway# Blvd. 

TEXAS 
-+ 
-it 
- t -+ 
l i 

t 
-t : t 
UTAH 

t 3a,t Lake City 54111 . . 431 S. Third East St. 

t t Albany 12205. . . la Computer Drive. West 
‘tt Bulhlo 14205 . . . . . G25 Delaware Ave. VrRGINfA 

-  t t I New York 10022 . . . 541 Lexington A”*. * t Newport N.?WS23601 . . . . 3llMlinSt. 
. Rochester 14504. , . . . . . . 99 East Ave. t t RLchmopd 23230. . . 1508 W,l,ow Lawn Dr. 

‘+ t Syracuse 13205 .I... . ..3532 JamesSt. t Roanoke 24015. . . 2018 Colonial Ave. 

SEW YORK 

NORTH CAROLINA 
-tt Charlotte 28201 . . , 141 Providence Rd. 
. W*lmtngto” 

Rel.gelwood 25455. . . . . P.O. Box 155 

WASHlGTON 
*t t seattie 95188 

. . . . 112 Andover Park Eut.Tulnrila 
t sp&a,,c 98202 . . . . E. 1805 Trent Ave. 

WEST VIRGINIA 
-t Char,eston 25325 ..306MacCork,e A”e..SE 

WISCONS(N 
. Appleton 54911. . . 3003 West College Dr. 

t t Milwaukee 53202 . . YlJ E. M,ch,gan St. 

OHIO 
l t Clncinnatl 45306. . .2021 Victor), Pw. 
*tt C,eveland 441% . . 1000 Lakeside Ave. 

Cdunbus 43229 . 1110 Morse Rd. 
: t Toledo43505......... 3125 Douglas Rd. 
+ Youngotown 44507. . 212 Indlanola A”e. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC SERVICE SHOPS 

ALABAMA LOUISIANA 
. -  ~,rmingha,,, 25211 ..lSOOMimeA"e.,S.W. . Baton Rouge CO514 . . 10955 NoHb Dual St. 

l Mobile 36609. . . . . . . . . 121 Lakeside Dr. .  l New Orleans 70114. . . ‘115 DeAlmas St. 

ARIZONA 
. [Phoenix, Gletie 85019 .4811 W.Colter St. 
. Phoenix 55019 . . . 3840 W.C&endOn St. 
. Tucson 85713. . . . 3942 So.Palo Verde Ave. 

td#RYLAND 
. * Ba,ti,w,re 21230. . . 920 E. Fort Ave. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

CALIFORNIA 

. ‘ A ,Eoetml M&ford 02155 
. . . . . . .3950 Mystic vauey Pkwy. 

. LOS ~elea 90301 . . 6900 Stanlord Ave. 

. ,L.M Angeles) Anaheim 92805 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3501 E. LaPalma Ave. 

* (LOS Angeles, Lng1ew0od 90301 
. . . . . . . . . . 229 W. Florence Ave. 

. Sacramento 95814. . . . . . 99 North l?tb St. 
. * @a," Francisco) C&h"d 94508 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1550 34thst. 

MICHIGAN 
l l z (Detroit) Riverview. . 15095 Krause Ave. 

. F,,,,t 45505 . . 1505 E.Carpenter Rd. 

MINNESOTA 
l Duluth 55507 .SOth Ave. W & StLouis Bay 

l * SI,nneapo,is 55430 . 2025 49th Ave., N. 

COLORADiJ 
. . Denver 50205.... . . . 3353 Ladmer St. 

. * Kxnsas City 54120. 3525 Gardner Ave. 
l * St. Louis 63110 . . 1115 East Rd. 

CONNECTICUT SEW JERSEY 
. * [.%uthuLgton) Plantsville 06479 

.,.....,............ 310AtwaterSt. 

. Sew Brunswick 05902 .3 Lawrence St. 

SEW ME.XXO 

FLORIDA 
. Albuquerque a7109 4420 ?&Lead Rd. NE 

. -  Jacksonville j2203 . 2020 W. Beaver St. 
e +liamu Hiaieah 33010. 1062 East 39BSt. 

. * Tam,,a 33601, . c . . . 19th & Grant St% 

SEW 

. 

YORK 

GEORGIA 

. ,A,ba,,y 12205 1097 Cenrra,A"e. 
* ,B,ifa,o,Tonawanda 14150 . 115 Yllens Rd. 
. !LOng Islandl 0,d Bethpage 11504 

0 iAtlmW Chamblee 30341 
. . . . 5035 PeacbtreeMuaPial-Blvd. 

-  AmU . . . 2379 John Glenn Dr. 

ILLIOIS * 
l * Chicago 60538 . 5045 S.Nofflngham AVE. 

. 193 Sethpage-Sweet Hollow Rd. 
. . New York C,,y,,Piortb Ber9en.N.J. 07012 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5001 Tonnell* Ave. 
-  New York CL@, CMton. N.J. 07012 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9  Bl5hton Rd. 
L Qehenectady 12305 . . . . . 1  River Rd. 
e Syracuse 13205. 1015 E. Hiawatha Blvd. 

NDIANA SORTH CAROLMA 
. E~anw,,le 41711 401 N. Cowress Ave. 
. it. Wayne 46903. . 1731 Edsal, AX. 
. Hammo,,d 46320. . . . 1135 154tb Place 

. -  h,dia,,apolis 46222 . ,740 W. Vermont St. 

l * Charlotte 28208 . 2328 Thrift Rd. 

OHIO 
. 

IOWA . 
KENTXKY 

e Louls”l,,e 40209. . . . 3909 cmtenden or1ve 

:: 

; 
.- 

e  

. . . . . . . . . . . . i900 Whipple Ave. N. W. 
C,,,ci,,,uH 45202. . . ,444 West 3rd St. 
C:eue,and 44125 . . . 447, East 49tb St. 
CDLumbua 43229 . . 6660 Iiunt1ey Rd. 
TDLedD 43505 4OG oearoorn Ave. 
Yilunqstown4430?....2?2 E.Ind,anola Ave. 

OKLAHOMA 
. T”b 74145 . . : 5220 S. 100th East Ave. 

OREGON 
. Euge,,e 57402 , . . . . . . . . 570 Wilson St. 

. ’ P.,rt,and 91210 . . . 2’7.27 XW 29th Ave. 

PdNSYLVANU 
. Allentown 15103 . . . 568 E.Highland St. 
-  ,De,rwwe Valley, Cherry HUI. N.J.. 06034 

. . . . . . . . . . 1790 E.Jlulton Pike 
. Johnstown 15603 . . . 541oWSt. 
l Philadelphia 19124 . 1040 East Erie AVO. 

. * ,P,ttPburgh, West MlfIlln 15122 
. . . 4930 Buttermilk Hollow Rd. 

. York 1,403 . . . . . .54 N. Harrison St. 

SOUTHCAROLINA 
. IChar,esto",No. CharLelto"29401 

,,...,,........... 24900ebwdirSt. 

TEPINESSEE 
. Knoxti,,e 37914 

. . 2521 Governor JohnSener HYr. 
. Uemphis 35101. . . 105 North min St. 

TEXAS 
* 
D 

. . 
0  

. 

UTAH 
. * Salt Lake Clly a4110 . . . 301 s. ,tb west St. 

VIRCINNIA 
* . Richmond 23224 . . 1403 [ngram Ave. 

e Roanoke 24013 1004 River Ave. .SE 

WASHIPIGTON 
. * Seattle 98134 . . 3422 FlrIlt AW. .south 

. Spokane 99211 E.4323 Missmn st. 

WEST “lRGNI.4 
. * Charleston 25325 .305 MlacC,rMe A”*. , SE 

WISCONSIN 
. Applefon, Me~sha 54910 li25 Raeme St. 
. Y,,waukEe 53207 235 w. OklPnoma AW. 

2-72 17501 

! . E,ecrr,ca,~Xechadcal aernce Shop s Ins(rumenetion Shw 1 spewa* Yan”Lactunng Shop 
L 

DRIVE SYSTEMS PRODUCT DEPARTMENT 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, WAYNESBORO, VIRGINIA 22980 
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